Enhancing the learning and transfer of preprocedural communication skills during clerkship using audio-visual material: a prospective case-controlled study over 2 years
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ABSTRACT

Objective/design/setting This study aims to develop preprocedural communication-specific framework that emphasises the use of audiovisual materials and compares its acceptability by trainees with a regular module.

Trainees Between October 2018 and July 2021, 96 medical clerks were enrolled and randomly divided into regular and intervention groups. Another 48 trainees whose did not join the framework-based training but complete self-assessments were enrolled as the control group.

Interventions In the intervention training module, the key steps of preprocedural communication-specific skills were structuralised into a framework using the acronym of OSCAR.

Primary and secondary outcome measures This study compared the acceptability of trainees for two modules by measuring the degree of increase in the end-of-rotation and follow up (4 weeks later) competency from baseline by trainees’ self-assessments and physician assessments after serial trainings.

Results In comparison with regular group trainees, greater degree of improvements (framework-1 statement: 111%±13% vs 27%±5%, p<0.001; framework-2 statement: 77%±9% vs 48%±2%, p<0.05; skill-1 statement: 105%±9% vs 48%±3%, p<0.001; skill-2 statement: 71%±11% vs 50%±9%, p<0.05) were noted in the framework-related and skill-related statement 1–2 (the familiarity and confidence to use the framework and skills) than those of intervention group. At the end-of-rotation stage, the trainees ability to use the ‘A-step: using audiovisual materials’ of the OSCAR was significantly improved (229%±13%, p<0.001), compared with other steps. In the intervention group, the degree of improvement of the end-of-rotation data of trainees’ self-assessment from baseline was significantly correlated with the degree of the improvement in physicians’ assessment data in the aspects of skills, framework and steps in framework (R=0.872, p<0.01; R=0.813, p<0.001; R=0.914, p<0.001).

Strengths and limitations of this study

► Through serial baseline, end-of-rotation and follow-up assessments by trainees and physicians, this study evaluates the acceptability of an intervention module for training preprocedural communication skills of medical clerks during clinical rotation.

► In addition to the regular and intervention groups trainees whose receive training for using a preprocedural communication framework and materials, control group whose did not join regular or intervention group were included for comparison.

► This study was limited to a single site with relative sample size.

► The competency of medical clerks’ skills in providing preprocedural communication was observed by physicians in class rather than in a clinical ward.

► The study lacks an evaluation of the degree of transfer of acquired skills by medical clerks in practice via direct work-place assessments and patients’ satisfaction.

Conclusions The OSCAR framework-based intervention module is well accepted by medical clerks and motivates them to integrate the acquired skills in clinical practice, which leads to trainees’ primary care patients being satisfied with their preprocedural communication.

INTRODUCTION

Before medical procedures, anxious patients are not easy to satisfy with preprocedural communication if they lack specific audiovisual materials and frameworks.1 Effective reduction of preprocedural anxiety depends on doctors’ effective and accurate communication skills.2 When facing anxious patients, detailed communication can decrease their anxiety, improve periprocedural tolerability...
and increase satisfaction with the medical procedure and care.3–5

The Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education and the American Board of Medical Specialties have jointly identified communication skills as one of the six core competencies for physicians.6–8 Moreover, the Institute of Medicine also specifies communication skills as one of the six essential competencies for effective patient care. The Mini-Clinical Evaluation Exercise (Mini-CEX) and Direct Observation of Procedural Skills (DOPS) are formative assessments of the clinical competency of medical trainees.8 9 The importance of the teaching and assessment of communication skills has been reinforced by the fact that it has been integrated as an importance domain in the mini-CEX and DOPS.10

During the ward round, physicians sometimes lack sufficient time to provide detailed information about medical procedures to patients. Medical clerks, the most junior physicians, are thus the first-line healthcare personnel responsible for communicating with anxious patients about details of the preparation, periprocedural cooperation, postprocedural precaution, etc. The involvement of medical clerks in communication has been reported to enhance their competency and patients’ satisfaction. However, recent studies have reported that in complex clinical environments, without adequate framework, structural training and audiovisual materials, medical clerks and patients will fail to engage in effective preprocedural communication.11 12 Therefore, it is important to develop an easy-to-remember framework that integrates audiovisual materials for training and assessing the preprocedural communication skills of medical clerks.

For years in our institution, medical clerks were regularly trained and assessed with a regular framework for medical communication, which included the five steps that shown in table 1.13 The ACGME has included this regular framework in its toolbox of assessment methods for communication skills.14 However, the regular framework did not include essential elements of preprocedural communication, which are difficult to memorise and use in training and assessment of the process (or coherence) of medical communication in a complex clinical environment.15 Coherence is important in this context, as it refers to one’s understanding of the procedure.

Recent data derived from the use of the mini-CEX and DOPS showed that trainees’ competency of preprocedural communication skills was inferior to other domains.16 Meanwhile, trainees reported that they have difficulties in transferring the in-class acquired regular framework for preprocedure communication skills to real-world setting due to the complicated clinical environment and the anxiousness of patients.13 15 Thus, beginning in October 2018, for easy memorisation and application, the educational committee developed the

| Table 1 | The content of each step of regular and OSCAR framework for preprocedural communication skills and the trainings for regular, intervention and control group medical clerks in this study |
|---|---|---|
| Details of each step in the regular framework | Details of each step in the OSCAR framework | O-step: Opening with what, when, why and how |
| Step-1: Setting the stage | Step-2: Eliciting information | S-step: explaining Subject to be communicated |
| | Step-3: Providing information | C-step: Check for patients’ understanding of the subjects |
| | Step-4: Understanding the patient’s perspective | A-step: Aid patient understanding with audiovisual material |
| | Step-5: Ending the encounter | R-step: Recheck patient understanding |
| Details trainings and assessment among groups | Regular group | Intervention group | Control group |
| 2-hour introductory class | √ | | |
| Training for using of five steps regular framework | √ | | |
| Training for using of five steps OSCAR framework | | √ | |
| End-of-rotation class | √ | | |
| Complete baseline, end-of-rotation, follow-up self-assessments | √ | | |
| Receive baseline and end-of-rotation assessments from physicians | | | √ |
OSCAR, which includes the 5 steps of Opening, clarifying the Subject to be discussed, Checking patients’ understanding of the subject, Aiding patient understanding with procedure-specific audiovisual (audiovisual) materials, and Rechecking the patients’ understanding of the subject based on the regular communication framework. The OSCAR framework that shown in table 1 emphasises audiovisual and acronym methods for training on preprocedural communication.13 15 16

It is important to build trainees’ ability to effectively communicate the procedure and risk of interventions to patients. In particular, involvement of medical clerks in communication can enhance their competency and patients’ satisfaction.17 It had been reported that anxious patients are prone to feeling dissatisfaction in regard to receive information simply through verbal communication.18 To enhance preprocedural satisfaction and maximise information gain, recent studies have suggested the use of audiovisual materials in) the ‘A step: Aid patient understanding’ step of the OSCAR communication framework.19–21

Taken together, this study aims to evaluate the acceptability of the implementation of the audiovisual materials-integrated preprocedural communication-specific OSCAR framework in teaching and assessing the preprocedural communication skills of medical clerks during clinical rotation. At the end-of-rotation and follow-up stages, the degree of improvement and retention effects were compared between groups. Finally, the correlation between the degree of improvement from baseline of the trainee self-assessments and physician assessments was evaluated.

METHODS
Research design and training hypothesis
In 2016–2017, the annual clerkship surveys revealed that the regular framework-based communication training module did not give medical trainees confidence in providing preprocedural communication. Facing this challenge, the educational committee developed medical procedure-specific audiovisual materials and integrated them into a preprocedural communication-specific framework.

This was a prospective case-controlled study. The training hypotheses for the regular and intervention modules were the same, including experiential learning, structured skill-based learning and learner self-reflection fostering.22 23 In both the regular and intervention modules, didactic lecture and small-group role play plus discussion were included in the demonstration, discussion, reflection, practice and feedback phases for training with either the regular or OSCAR framework.11 16 22–24 We proposed that, in comparison with the regular framework, the OSCAR framework, which includes the detailed essential steps of preprocedural communication will enhance the acceptability of training. In particular, the use of audiovisual materials has been emphasised in the OSCAR framework. In this study, we hypothesised that use of the OSCAR framework would lead to better communication with patients than the regular approach, and better than communication seen in the control group.

Participants
Between August 2019 and July 2021, 48 medical clerks in each group (eight consecutive batches of six students) were enrolled and randomly divided into regular and intervention groups for training of preprocedural communication skills related to central venous catheterisation, bronchoscopy, thoracentesis, lumbar puncture and tracheostomy with either regular or intervention modules in their clinical rotation. In the intervention module, the OSCAR framework was designed for preprocedural communication in-class and in clinical practice. Before implementation in routine training, the OSCAR framework was piloted by testing it with voluntary medical clerks to ensure that the element of preprocedural communication had been integrated appropriately. Additionally, the third group of medical clerks (n=48) whose did not join either regular or intervention groups to receive additional training using a preprocedural communication framework and materials were served as the control group.

Procedure-content of regular five-step and OSCAR-based communication training modules
In both the regular and OSCAR framework-based modules for preprocedural communication, the same introductory class and end-of-rotation class were arranged and led by certified physicians (table 1). The 2-hour introductory classes began with introductory demonstrations using either the regular or OSCAR framework (30 min), and then featured, interactive discussion regarding using either framework to increase patients’ understanding of the details of medical procedures (30 min), reflection on trainees’ real-world experience with procedural communication (15 min), dyad practising the regular or OSCAR framework with one standardised patient (SP) (30 min), ultimately concluding with a grouped feedback (15 min; figure 1). In contrast to the regular framework-based module, the intervention module emphasised the integration of procedure-specific audiovisual (two-dimensional, three-dimensional, virtual reality) (materials in) class and in clinical practice. Overall, both modules asked trainees to integrate acquired knowledge and skills in communicating with their patients between the introductory and end-of-rotation classes. On the end-of-rotation class, the physician discussed each trainee’s real-world experience with practice, provided feedback, demonstrated changeable behaviours through role playing, and ended with group reflection (table 1).22–24

Instrumentation for training and assessments
To increase the efficiency of clinical practice and in-class training, and to achieve a paperless approach, the detailed contents of the training, regular or OSCAR framework,
audiovisual materials and assessment form were packaged in various QR codes. Users can access the information using various devices, such as smartphones, iPads and laptops. Medical clerks and physicians in the regular, intervention and control groups were asked to complete the baseline and end-of-rotation assessments in table 2. Additionally, 4 weeks after end-of-rotation, trainees were emailed for follow-up regarding their competency, whether they applied the learnt skills in clinical practice, and patient satisfaction in relation to their preprocedural communication skills.

**Patient and public involvement**
No patient involved

**Statistical analysis**
Data were expressed as mean±SD. A significance level of p=0.05 was chosen. The significance of difference of baseline and end-of-rotation data of individual groups were compared with paired students t test. Both for the trainees-self-assessment and physicians-assessment, the degree of improvement (per cent changes) of end-of-rotation data from baseline data of the step-1, step-2, step-3, step-4, step-5 in the regular framework of within the regular group were compared with one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). Similarly, the degree of improvement (per cent changes) of end-of-rotation data from baseline data of the O-step, S-step, C-step, A-step and R-step in OSCAR framework within the intervention group were compared with one-way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey Test. The comparison of the degree of improvement of the skill-related or framework-related competency between regular and intervention group were analysed with Student’s t-test. Pearson correlation coefficient and p value was calculated to check the correlations between the degree of improvement in trainees’ self-assessment data from baseline and the degree of improvement in physicians’ assessment data from baseline among regular and intervention groups.

**RESULTS**

**Basic characteristics of medical clerks**
There was no difference among the regular, intervention and control groups in regard to the mean age, distribution of gender, percentage of trainees receiving training in communication skills within 6 months before participating the study, percentage of trainees receiving training of preprocedural communication skills within 6 months before participating in the study, percentage of trainees with experience communicating with patients’ family regarding the details of medical procedures including central venous catheterisation, lumbar puncture, bronchoscopy, thoracentesis and tracheostomy (table 3).

**The OSCAR preprocedural communication framework-based intervention module was generally well accepted by trainees**
There was no difference in the baseline degree of the medical clerks’ agreement with skill-related statements or framework-related competency between regular and intervention group. The control group did not receive framework-based training for pre-procedural communication skills.
among the three groups (figure 2A). In comparison to the baseline stage, the degree of agreement of regular and intervention group’ trainees to the aforementioned skills-related statements significantly increased at end-of-rotation stage. The degree of improvement in trainees’ agreement with the aforementioned skills-related statements 1–2 was greater in the intervention group than that in the regular group (regular vs intervention group: skill-1 statement: 48%±3% vs 105±9%, p<0.001); skill-2 statement: 50%±9% vs 71±11%, p<0.05, figure 2A).

There were no differences among the three group in the degree of the medical clerks' baseline agreement with statements 1–3 and 2–3. The degree of improvement in trainees’ agreement with the aforementioned skills-related statements 1–2 was greater in the intervention group than that in the regular group (regular vs intervention group: skill-1 statement: 48%±3% vs 105±9%, p<0.001); skill-2 statement: 50%±9% vs 71±11%, p<0.05, figure 2A).

There were no differences among the three group in the degree of the medical clerks' baseline agreement with statements 1–3 and 2–3. The degree of improvement in trainees’ agreement with the aforementioned skills-related statements 1–2 was greater in the intervention group than that in the regular group (regular vs intervention group: skill-1 statement: 48%±3% vs 105±9%, p<0.001); skill-2 statement: 50%±9% vs 71±11%, p<0.05, figure 2A).
the framework-related statements (figure 2B). In comparison with the baseline data, the degree of the regular and intervention group trainees’ end-of-rotation agreement with the aforementioned framework-related statements significantly increased. The degree of improvement in trainees’ agreement with the framework-related statement 1–2 was greater in the intervention group than that in the regular group ((regular vs intervention group: framework-1 statement: 27%±5% vs 111±13%, p<0.001); framework-2 statement: 48%±2% vs 77±9%, p<0.05, figure 2B). The trainees’ end-of-rotation agreement with the skills and framework-related statements 1 and 3 did not differ from the baseline in the control group.

Each step in the OSCAR framework is well accepted by the intervention group trainees

Figure 3A–B reveals that the baseline trainees’ agreement with the statements regarding their competency to use each step of either the regular or OSCAR framework did not differ among the three groups. Particularly, the intervention group’s baseline competency to use the ‘A-step’ of the OSCAR framework is relatively lower but not reach the statistical significance than for other steps of the OSCAR framework (figure 3B). At the end-of-rotation stage, regular and intervention group trainees’ agreement with the statements that they could use each step of the regular or the OSCAR framework were increased. At the end-of-rotation stage, the ability of the intervention group to use the ‘A-step’ of the OSCAR framework was significantly improved (229%±13% improved from baseline, p<0.001 compared with the degree of improvement in other steps, figure 3B). The control group trainee’s agreement with the statement regarding their competency of using each step of the regular frameworks did not differ between the baseline and end-of-rotation stages.

Physicians reported that the acceptability of trainees to framework-based communication is higher in the intervention group than the regular group

Similar to the changing trends of the trainees’ competency by physician assessments were similar to the data of trainees’ self-assessment (figure 2A). The baseline trainees’ competency (familiarity, confidence, and anxiety) of giving preprocedural communication, using the regular or OSCAR framework, and using each step of the regular or OSCAR framework were similar between the regular and intervention groups (figures 4A–B and 5A). Significantly, the degree of improvement from baseline was greater in the intervention group than those in the regular group (regular vs intervention group: skill-1 statements: 21%±7% vs 100%±9%, p<0.001; framework-1 statements: 45%±3% vs 100%±11%, p<0.001, figure 4A–B). In the intervention group, the physicians-assessed end-of-rotation data revealed that the improvement was highest in the statement of ‘trainee can use the ‘A-step: Aid patient understanding with audiovisual materials’ compared with the other four ‘O-step, S-step, C-step,}

Figure 2  Comparison of the baseline (introductory class) and end-of rotation (end-of rotation class) degree of medical clerks’ agreement with the competency-related statements. (A) Trainees’ agreement with the skills-related statements for preprocedural communication competency; (B) trainees’ agreement with the framework-related statements for preprocedural communication competency. *P<0.05 or **p<0.001 vs regular group; #p<0.05 vs baseline data; STAT, statement.
The trainees self-assessed degree of improvement from baseline at end-of-rotation stage in the intervention group was correlated with physician assessment

At the end-of-rotation stage, the degree of improvement in regular group trainees’ self-assessment data from baseline was higher than the degree of improvement in physicians’ assessment data from baseline (figure 5B). Notably, the degree of improvement in the self-assessment data of the intervention group trainees’ from baseline was similar to the degree of improvement in physicians’ assessment data from baseline. Further, correlation analysis revealed that, in the intervention group, the degree of improvement of the end-of-rotation data of trainees’ self-assessment from baseline was significantly correlated with the degree of the improvement in physicians’ assessment data in the aspects of skills, framework, and steps in


The trainees self-assessed degree of improvement from baseline at end-of-rotation stage in the intervention group was correlated with physician assessment

Figure 3 Comparison of the baseline and end-of-rotation degree of medical clerks’ agreement with the self-assessed competency of using each step of the framework. (A) Regular and control group trainees’ agreement with the statements that they can use each step of the regular framework; (B) Intervention group trainees’ agreement with the statements that they can use each step of the OSCAR framework. #p<0.05 vs baseline data; STAT, statement.

Figure 4 Comparison of the baseline and end-of-rotation degree of physicians’ agreement with the trainees’ competency-related statements. (A) Physicians’ agreement with the trainees’ skills-related statements for preprocedural communication competency; (B) Physicians’ agreement with the trainees’ framework-related statements for preprocedural communication competency. *P<0.05 or **p<0.001 vs regular group; #p<0.05 vs baseline data.
framework (R=0.872, p<0.01; R=0.813, p<0.001; R=0.914, p<0.001, figure 6). Nonetheless, in the regular group, the degree of improvement of the end-of-rotation data from baseline of trainees’ self-assessment was not significantly correlated with the degree of the improvement in physicians’ assessment data in the aspects of skills, framework and steps in framework (figure 6).

OSCAR framework is well accepted by trainees and motivates them to integrate the acquired preprocedural communication skills into primary care

Overall, the email response rate to the follow-up assessment 4 weeks after training class was 85%, 87% and 93% among the regular, control and intervention groups, respectively. The follow-up data revealed that a higher percentage (85%) of the intervention group trainees had applied the acquired skills in primary care than trainees in the regular (65%) and control (40%) group (table 4). Notably, in comparison to the data of the end-of-rotation stage, the intervention group’s agreement with the skill-related and framework-related statements did not decrease at the follow-up stage. Nonetheless, the regular group’s agreement to the above skill-related and framework-related statements were decreased at follow-up stage (figure 2A–B). These results indicated that the OSCAR framework-based intervention module had good retention training effects among the intervention group’s trainees. Moreover, the degree of intervention group’s agreement to the statement of ‘your patients are satisfied with your preprocedural communication skills’ is higher than that of regular and control groups (table 4).

DISCUSSION

In our study, both in the regular framework-based and OSCAR framework-based intervention modules, the teaching schedule included didactic approach and small group role-play plus discussion. The didactic approach has the advantages of (1) it efficiently presents core concepts for large numbers of learners; (2) it requires minimal time and faculty resources to deliver content to a wide range of learners and (3) it provides an opportunity for learners to efficiently use demonstrated skills. Small group role-play plus discussion, on the other hand, has the following advantages: (1) it presents multiple scenarios showing a range of approaches and patient responses; (2) trainees receive skills practice with feedback from faculty and peers and (3) it provides learners with the opportunity to discuss issues, skills and concerns.22–24

SPs, who are actors trained to reliably and reproducibly enact a patient scenario, allowing students to practice this challenging communication task without the concern of causing harm to an actual patient.24 SP simulations are effective in teaching and assessing communication skills.25 In both modules of this study, the SPs had been involved in the demonstration and role play on the introductory
and end-of-rotation classes. Through role play with SPs, physicians can directly assess the improvement in trainees' competency in preprocedural communication skills. In the control group, physicians assessed trainees' baseline and end-of-rotation competency via observation in clinical wards.

In our study, both regular and OSCAR framework-based small-group training is well accepted by trainees and increased their confidence in providing preprocedural communication. Moreover, the regular and intervention group trainees reported that additional small-group training modules were useful in increasing their confidence in handling difficult communication. Most trainees desire more opportunities to role-play communication skills with SPs.

Self-assessment plays an important role in supporting the development of reflection and self-awareness skills. Therefore, researchers have suggested that the data from medical clerks' self-assessment is a record of the process of self-reflection. For medical trainees, self-assessment is suggested as a way of identifying one's strengths and weaknesses to guide goal setting and enhance self-efficacy. It is believed that students who maintain a more active role in the learning process are able to assess their own performance more objectively. So, in our study, both the regular and OSCAR framework-based modules increased medical clerks' self-assessed competency for providing preprocedural communication after training.

It is indicated that the direct involvement of learners in assessing their work is highly effective in enhancing...
learning. Familiarity with an activity has been shown to positively affect trainees’ ability to self-assess the performance of their task. Teachers’ evaluation brings more solid results. In our study, most of the medical clerks reported that they need to assess their readiness about audiovisual materials in clinical practice. Overall, the trainees reported that their primary care patients were satisfied with their preprocedural communication skills.

CONCLUSIONS

Overall, this study reported the acceptability of additional training of medical clerks for using a preprocedural communication framework and material in primary care. The OSCAR framework-based intervention module, which emphasizes the use of audiovisual materials, is well accepted by medical clerks. The follow-up email was sent to medical students, and the intervention group’ medical clerks reported that they continuously applied the acquired preprocedural communication skills and framework in clinical practice. Overall, the trainees reported that their primary care patients were satisfied with their preprocedural communication skills.
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